In this paper I measure the importance of three groups of factors in the pricing of U.S. Internet stocks: economic fundamentals, web traffic, and supply and demand forces. Using log-linear regression on a panel of data for Net and non-Net stocks on 2/1/2000, I highlight five findings. First, contrary to popular perception, neither web traffic or supply and demand forces drive Net stock prices. Rather, economic fundamentals in the form of current book equity, forecasted oneyear ahead earnings and forecasted long-run earnings growth dominate in explaining cross-sectional variation in Net stock prices. Second, incremental to economic fundamentals, Net firms' equity market values are reliably related to only one measure of web traffic-the number of unique visitors to the firm's web site. Net firms' equity market values are unrelated to the number of page views, hours spent at the website, the average age and the average income of visitors. Third, over and above economic fundamentals and web traffic, Net firms' equity market values are reliably correlated with proxies for supply and demand forces in the form of public float, short interest and institutional ownership. Fourth, the value-relevance of supply and demand factors only exists for Net firms with no business-to-consumer web traffic, suggesting that the public familiarity that business-to-consumer e-commerce creates leads to greater capital market efficiency in the pricing of their stock. Finally, the equity values of non-Net stocks are unrelated to supply and demand forces, yet are strongly associated with economic fundamentals. Overall, I conclude that while the pricing of U.S. Net stocks is dominated by expectations of near-and long-term profitability, they are also uniquely impacted by non-traditional value-drivers in ways that non-Net firms are not.
Introduction and summary of findings
In this paper I measure the importance of three groups of factors in the pricing of U.S.
Internet stocks: economic fundamentals, web traffic, and supply and demand forces. Public and private interest in the Internet continues to grow very rapidly, with the market value of Net stocks now comfortably exceeding $1.3 trillion dollars versus $50 billion a mere three years ago and over 100 million Americans online. I define a Net firm as one that would not exist if it was not for the Internet, and for which 51% or more of its revenues come from or because of the Internet.
Recent studies have explored the value-relevance of accounting data and web traffic for Net firms, but with conflicting results. Hand (2000a) examines the role of accounting data, and demonstrates that current book equity and net income are highly value-relevant in a simple loglinear manner. In contrast, the value-relevance of web traffic is unclear. Although Trueman, Wong and Zhang (2000) conclude that the number of page views is value-relevant but the number of unique visitors is not, Rajgopal, Kotha and Venkatchalam (2000) find that the number of unique visitors divided by the viewing population is value-relevant.
Within this developing literature, my paper both clarifies existing research and breaks new ground. I clarify existing research by investigating the value-relevance of a richer, more comprehensive set of web traffic measures, set within a more powerful statistical framework, than either Trueman, Wong and Zhang (2000) or Rajgopal, Kotha and Venkatchalam (2000) . Using data from www.pcdataonline.com, I am able to simultaneously assess the value-relevance of unique visitors, household reach, page views, the number of hours spent on the page views, and the gender, age and income levels of the visitors. I am also able to obtain more accurate inferences regarding the value-relevance of web traffic metrics through the application of log-linear regressions.
I break new ground by exploring the value-relevance of supply and demand forces. In contrast to other stocks, Net stocks are often discussed in the context of, and are said to be influenced by, supply and demand forces. Such claims run counter to conventional asset pricing models that view stock prices as set by no-arbitrage and the public information available to rational agents. However, there is relatively little research that examines when, why and how excess demand curves for stocks might be other than horizontal. Net firms seem to offer a novel opportunity to explore the importance of supply and demand factors in the setting of stock prices.
My main analysis is based on a single panel of data recorded on 2/1/2000 for 212 Net stocks. I assess value-relevance by regressing the log-transformed market value of equity on logtransformations of three distinct groups of factors: economic fundamentals, web traffic, and supply and demand forces. Economic fundamentals are captured by current book equity, forecasted oneyear ahead earnings, and forecasted long-run growth in earnings. Three measures of web traffic are investigated: the number of unique visitors, the number of page views, and the hours spent on the page views. The proxies for supply and demand forces I examine are the percentage of outstanding shares publicly traded (public float), the percentage of public float sold short, and the degree of institutional ownership. Each has been alleged to impact the pricing of Net stocks. For control purposes, I also compare and contrast the pricing of economic fundamentals and supply and demand forces for Net firms with that of two groups of non-Net firms: a random sample of publicly traded non-Net firms, and a sample of non-Net firms that went public at the same time as the Net firms.
I report five major results. First, contrary to popular perception, the prices of Net stocks are not driven by web traffic or supply and demand forces. Rather, economic fundamentals in the form of current book equity, forecasted one-year ahead earnings, and forecasted long-run growth in earnings overwhelmingly dominate the pricing of both Net and non-Net companies. For example, current book equity, forecasted one-year ahead earnings and forecasted long-run growth in earnings on their own explain 51% of the cross-sectional variation in Net firms' equity market values as compared to 12% for web traffic and 18% for supply and demand forces. For randomly chosen (IPO-matched) non-Net firms, economic fundamentals alone explain 86% (56%) of the crosssectional variation in equity market values as compared to 30% (6%) for supply and demand factors. Consistent with prior research indicating that Net firms' losses reflect huge investments in intangible assets, not poor operating performance (Hand, 2000a) , negative forecasted earnings are negatively priced, while book equity and positive forecasted earnings are positively priced.
Second, incremental to economic fundamentals, Net firms' equity market values are only marginally related to one of the three web traffic measures examined, namely the number of unique visitors to the web site. Two other common web metrics-the number of page views and hours spent on the page views-are unrelated to Net firms' stock prices after controlling for economic fundamentals. Supplementary tests also indicate that Net firms' equity market values are unrelated to the average income, age or gender of web site visitors.
Third, over and above economic fundamentals and web traffic, Net firms' equity market values are also reliably correlated with three proxies for supply and demand forces: public float, short interest and institutional ownership. Thus, after controlling for economic fundamentals and web traffic, Net firms' equity market values are negatively correlated with their public float, indicating that Net firms' stock prices are higher the lower is the fraction of total shares that are available to be traded publicly. In contrast, Net firms' equity values are positively correlated with their short interest and institutional ownership. The former finding supports the proposition that short sellers target stocks that are significantly overpriced, and that any downward price pressure imparted by short sales does not offset or exceed this more basic force. The positive correlation between Net firms' equity values and institutional ownership is consistent with Net firms benefiting from the stability and/or reduced noise-trader risk provided by greater institutional ownership.
The fourth result of note is that the value-relevance of supply and demand factors only occurs for Net firms with little or no business-to-consumer web traffic-that is, for business-tobusiness Net firms. My aim in separately analyzing Net firms with zero versus positive web traffic is to determine whether web traffic between households and Net firms intensifies or mitigates the pricing of economic fundamentals and supply and demand forces. I find that while the pricing of economic fundamentals is unaffected by whether a Net firm has zero or positive household web traffic, the pricing of supply and demand forces is dramatically altered. The non-zero pricing of supply and demand forces observed for Net firms as a whole is almost entirely due to Net firms that have zero business-to-consumer web traffic. The stock prices of Net firms with business-toconsumer web traffic are all but uncorrelated with supply and demand forces. These results suggest that the public familiarity that business-to-consumer e-commerce creates leads to greater capital market efficiency in the pricing of Net stocks.
The final result I highlight is that in contrast to the value-relevance of public float, short interest and institutional ownership for Net firms, the equity market values of non-Net firms are generally unrelated to these proxies for supply and demand forces. For IPO-matched non-Net firms, equity market values are uncorrelated with short interest and institutional ownership, although reliably decreasing in public float. For randomly selected non-Net firms, equity market values are uncorrelated with public float, institutional ownership, and short interest.
In summary, I conclude that while the current prices of U.S. Net stocks are dominated by economic fundamentals, they are also uniquely impacted by non-traditional value-drivers such as web metrics and supply and demand forces in ways that non-Net firms are not. To the extent that the value-relevance of supply and demand forces is indicative of inefficient pricing, my results provide evidence that the pricing of Net stocks may be less than fully rational. The degree and predictability with which this may be the case is the subject of work-in-progress (Hand, 2000b) .
The remainder of the paper proceeds as follows. Section 2 details the sources used to obtain the samples of publicly traded Net and non-Net firms. Section 3 describes Net and non-Net firms across a variety of past, present and forecasted economic dimensions. Section 4 outlines the three major groups of factors that have been proposed by academics, analysts, the business press, and investment bankers as influential drivers of Net firms' stock prices, together with the predictions as to the partial correlations between these factors and Net firms' equity market values. Section 5 tests these predictions using the log-linear regression method. Section 6 concludes.
Data and sample selection

Net firms
My sample of Net firms comes from Hand (2000a) index (IPODEX TM ) immediately after they go public. After a month or two of "seasoning", they then seem to become eligible to be added to the InternetStockList 4 For example, www.marketguide.com reports that its database of Internet companies numbered 632 on 2/16/2000. However, they do not report how they define an Internet company. As a result, their list contains firms such as MCI/Worldcom and Microsoft that are arguably not true Net firms. The Excel file containing the www.marketguide.com list is freely available at www.marketguide.com/mgi/RESEARCH/feb2000/NET-ALL.XLS. 5 For example, characteristics such as institutional holdings, analyst ratings and analyst following are plausibly dependent on the length of time the firm has been publicly traded.
3.
Comparisons of economic fundamentals between Net and non-Net firms Tables 1 and 2 a public float turnover that is 6.7 times faster (once every 18 vs. 120 trading days), and almost six times as much of its public float sold short (4.6% vs. 0.8%).
The tenor of many of these comparisons holds when Net firms are contrasted with IPOmatched non-Net firms (see panels A vs. C). Notable exceptions are that median Net and IPOmatched non-Net firms have virtually the same analyst stock rating (1.5 vs. 1.6), and contrary to allegations that Net companies always keep their public float low in order to create excess demand, similar percentages of their issued shares in public float (32% vs. 34%). Last but not least, the median Net firm is four times as underpriced at its IPO as the median IPO-matched non-Net firm (37% vs. 9%), with the mean underpricing for Net firms being a whopping 69%. This compares to average underpricing for all U.S. IPOs over the period 1960-1996 of 16% (Ritter, 1998) . A marketing explanation for the size of Net firms' underpricing is explored in Hand (2000c) .
Earnings and revenues
The juxtaposition of the large market values of Net firms with their lack of profits has been amply highlighted by the financial press. Table 2 quantifies and compares the profitability of Net and non-Net firms. While the lack of profitability shown by Net firms is at odds with that of non-Net firms, it is not unique historically. Amir and Lev (1996) report that for the 40 quarters beginning 1984:Q1 and ending 1993:Q4, 69% of reported quarterly EPS of the 14 independent cellular telephone companies they examine were negative. They also report that the corresponding figure for 44 biotechnology companies over the same period was 72%. This compares to 87% of Net firms reporting negative EPS for fiscal 1998, suggesting that Net firms may not be that more unprofitable than have been other groups of firms in earlier technology-based, high-growth industries.
Running partially counter to the dismal picture of Net firms' current profitability are analysts' forecasts that the median Net firm will enjoy an earnings growth rate of 50% over the next five years ("long-term growth rate in EPS"). This compares to 17% for typical non-Net firms and 30% for IPO-matched non-Net firms. 8 Such favorable expectations for the long-term profitability of Net firms may stem in part from the dramatically higher revenue growth rates that Net firms have experienced. The median Net firm's most recent 1-year and 3-year annual revenue growth rates are close to ten times those of non-Net firms in general, and two to three times those of IPO-matched non-Net firms. However, there is also more uncertainty about Net firms' long-term EPS growth rates: the median standard deviation of analysts' forecasts of Net firms' long-term EPS growth rates is 14% versus only 3% for non-Net firms in general and 5% for IPO-matched non-Net firms.
What factors determine the current prices of U.S. Internet stocks?
Due to its rapid and worldwide impact on business and communications, the Internet is seen by many as a revolution akin to that triggered by earlier innovations such as moveable type, radio, the telephone, and the computer. The enormous wealth created by Net firms and their spectacular stock returns (see figure 1 ) have also come to epitomize the high-productivity, high technology 6 This allows one to copy a web page into an Excel worksheet. Selected items can then be located and saved. nature of the United States' so-called New Economy. During the course of this sea change in business, a number of influential but unsubstantiated views that have been expressed by analysts, the business press, and investment bankers about the links between the valuations of Net companies and primitive economic forces. I categorize these views into three distinct groups.
Economic fundamentals
The first group of views about the pricing of Internet stocks concerns the relevance of economic fundamentals. In this group, the financial press, analysts, investment bankers, and Net firms commonly voice several competing claims. One is that conventional accounting-based measures of firm value or performance, such as book value and earnings, are irrelevant in explaining the equity market values of Net firms. For example:
Certainly, most of the tools investors use to value equities don't work here. Priceearnings ratios? Many don't have earnings. Price-to-book ratios? Book value is a meaningless number in a business where fixed assets are scant and accounting convention doesn't value cyber real estate.
[Click here for wacky valuations, Business Week, 7/20/98]
Another view is that revenues drive Net stock prices. Yet another is that larger losses create higher market values because they reflect Net firms' huge investments in intangible marketing assets.
Finally, still others argue that Net stock prices reflect the unique profit opportunities provided by "Internet space", such as the increasing returns-to-scale arising from a winner-takes-all business environment, and Net firms' abnormally valuable strategic/real options.
In a detailed analysis that addresses each of these claims, Hand (2000a) finds that contrary to conventional Wall Street wisdom, basic accounting data are highly value-relevant in a simple nonlinear manner. Using log-linear regression on quarterly data for 167 Net firms over the period 1997:Q1-1999:Q2, Hand shows that Net firms' market values are increasing in book equity, and increasing (decreasing) in positive (negative) net income. By decomposing Net firms' earnings into revenues and expenses, Hand finds that the reason for the surprising negative pricing of losses is that the losses reflect the immediate expensing of large investments into marketing and research and development intangible assets, not poor operating performance. 9 Consistent with the argument that very large marketing costs are intangible assets, not period expenses, Hand (2000a) finds that Net firms' market values are reliably positive and concave in selling and marketing expenses when net income is negative, particularly during the first two fiscal quarters after the IPO. R&D expenditures are priced in a similarly concave manner, although more durably beyond the IPO than are marketing costs. Hand concludes that the If these same economic forces are at work in the current data, then it should be the case that Net firms' equity market values are positively correlated with book equity and positive forecasted earnings, but negatively correlated with negative forecasted earnings.
Web traffic
The second group of variables that are seen by many as important to the pricing of Net stocks are non-financial web traffic metrics. In contrast to skepticism about the value-relevance of accounting data, analysts place great emphasis on the role of non-accounting information and/or unconventional metrics such as household reach, unique visitors, page views, and click-through rates in setting of Net stock prices. For example:
Since the typical dot-com lacks the one metric that Wall Street has traditionally used to evaluate companies (you remember -earnings That non-financial information may in special situations explain stock prices better than accounting data was proposed and supported by Amir and Lev (1996) who examined the valuerelevance of financial and non-financial information for independent cellular telephone companies over period [1984] [1985] [1986] [1987] [1988] [1989] [1990] [1991] [1992] [1993] . Building on this idea, two recent studies examine whether web traffic is value-relevant for Net stocks. The studies arrive at conflicting results. For e-tailers and portal and content/community firms, Trueman, Wong and Zhang (2000) find that after controlling for various financial measures, market-to-book ratios are reliably positively related to the number of pages of the firm's web site(s) that are viewed, but unrelated to the number of unique visitors. In contrast, Rajgopal, Kotha and Venkatchalam (2000) find that Net firms' market-to-book and market-toassets ratios are reliably increasing in household reach, defined as the unique visitors divided by the total estimated viewing population.
concavity he observes in the pricing of core net income, R&D costs, and selling and marketing expenses runs counter to the notion the Net firms are expected to benefit from extraordinary profitability arising from large strategic options, or increasing returns-to-scale. Such factors would predict convex relations between Net firms' market values and drivers of future profitability.
Within this developing literature, I break new ground regarding web metrics in three ways.
First, I gauge the individual and joint value-relevance of economic fundamentals and web traffic measures within a log-linear regression framework. While both Trueman et. al. and Rajgopal et. al. include controls for book equity and realized earnings, their regressions are undertaken after deflating all variables by book equity (and in the case of Rajgopal et. al., total assets). I argue more fully in section 5 that following Hand (2000a) , log-linear regression on undeflated data is a statistically superior and, for Net firms especially, an economically more appealing lens through which to examine the pricing of economic fundamentals.
Second, I investigate the value-relevance of more comprehensive set of web traffic measures than Trueman, Wong and Zhang (2000) or Rajgopal, Kotha and Venkatchalam (2000) . Using data from www.pcdataonline.com, I am able to assess the value-relevance of unique visitors, household reach, page views, and the number of hours spent on the page views. In addition, I explore the value-relevance of data provided by www.pcdataonline.com regarding the gender, age and income level of visitors to a Net firm's web site(s). For example, all else held equal, one would expect that high-income visitors are more profitable and therefore more desirable to a Net firm to attract than are low-income visitors.
Third, I ask whether and to what degree web traffic between households and Net firms intensifies or mitigates the pricing of economic fundamentals and/or supply and demand forces. To the extent that non-zero pricing of supply and demand forces reflects mispriced and therefore inefficiently set equity market values, the economic factors affect the pricing of supply and demand forces merit investigation. This seems especially true for Net firms in view of the rapid and huge inflows of private and public capital into the Net sector. I hypothesize that firms with high (low) web traffic will exhibit more strongly (weakly) priced fundamentals and more weakly (strongly) priced supply and demand forces. My argument is that high web traffic is indicative of higher awareness and lower uncertainty by investors about the level and risk of firms' future cash flows.
Such reasoning follows that made in corporate disclosure research, which proposes and finds that firms with more informative disclosure policies have more accurate analyst earnings forecasts, less dispersion among individual analyst forecasts and less volatility in forecast revisions (Lang and Lundholm, 1996) . More informative disclosure increases investor following, and reduces estimation risk and information asymmetry, each of which have been show to reduce a firm's cost of equity capital in theoretical research (Merton, 1987; Barry and Brown, 1985; Glosten and Milgrom, 1985) .
Supply and demand forces
The Such a view runs counter to conventional asset pricing models, which allow little or no role for supply and demand forces. In such models, stock prices are set by no-arbitrage conditions and the information sets available to rational agents about the probability distribution of firms' future cash flows. There is relatively little research in finance that examines when, why and how excess demand curves for stocks might be other than horizontal. Notable exceptions include the work on block trades (Holthausen, Leftwich and Mayers, 1987; Scholes, 1972) ; additions to Indexes (Shleifer, 1986; Kaul, Mehrotra and Morck, 1999) ; short sales (Dechow, Hutton, Meulbroek and Sloan, 1999) ; and IPO lockups (Brav and Gompers, 2000) . However, none of these literatures pertain to Internet stocks. Net stocks would therefore seem to offer a novel and timely opportunity through which to add to our understanding of the value-relevance of supply and demand factors.
My reading of the business press indicates that there are three types of supply and demand forces that are thought to impact Net stock prices: the amount of public float, the amount of short interest, and the extent of institutional ownership. I briefly discuss each in turn.
Public float
A firm's public float is the number of freely traded shares in the hands of the general public, typically defined as the total number of shares outstanding less those held by insiders, 5% owners, and Meulbroek, 1996) , the size of the median Net firm's public float being sold short indicates that short-sellers view Net stocks as particularly overvalued.
At the same time, however, from a supply and demand point of view one might expect the seller-initiated increase in supply arising from the short sales to exert downward price pressure on the Net firm's stock price. This price pressure should dampen the positive correlation arising from 10 It has also been suggested that low float causes undue volatility in Net firms' stock prices.
the degree of short interest reflecting short sellers beliefs of the extent of overvaluation in the firm's stock. However, this negative influence would not be expected to offset or exceed the positive correlation because overvaluation is a necessary condition for large positions of short interest to exist in the first place, and remain in place thereafter.
Institutional ownership
Critics often argue that institutions excessively focus on short-term firm performance, leading many corporate managers to express concern about the adverse effects of having an ownership base that is dominated by short-term focused institutional investors. Consistent with this, Bushee (1999) finds that high levels of ownership by institutions with short investment horizons are associated with an over-(under-) weighting of near-term (long-term) expected earnings, and that a trading strategy based on this phenomenon generates significant abnormal returns.
In contrast, managers of Internet firms often express a desire for greater institutional ownership. While Net firms value the speed through which a large base of retail investors can create critical brand-awareness, they are also fearful of the costs. Among these are undue stock price volatility, stock price trends that diverge from the firm's underlying fundamentals (e.g., due to day, momentum, or noise traders), and the higher cost of capital associated with a higher perceived risk. Many Net firms therefore spend large amounts of time and money developing a large institutional base of long-term investors. For example:
The companies we spoke with recognized the influence that retail investors have on the volatility of their stock ... However, while most companies bemoan the volatility caused by retail trading, they do not focus their investor relations efforts on small shareholders. Instead, they concentrate on working with large institutional investors.
[Are Internet stocks real gold or fool's gold?, Stanford Business, 6/99]
[T]hroughout the period when day traders and hedge funds were driving up the price of the stock ... Yahoo executives spent their time explaining themselves to Wall Street. That, after all, was the stock-buying constituency they wanted to attract. In those early days the Street wasn't interested; the Internet thing was just too scary for most big institutional investors. But Koogle and the other execs never let up; they knew that laying the groundwork would serve them well when Wall Street finally woke up ... If the benefits of greater institutional ownership exceed the costs, then Net firms' equity market values will be positively related to the degree of institutional ownership, all else held constant.
Empirical tests
The log-linear OLS regression method
I test the predictions sketched in sections 4.3.1 -4.3.3 using cross-sectional log-linear regressions. In this approach, the firm's equity market value and all independent variables are first expressed in units of either millions of dollar (e.g., $50 instead of $50,000,000) or percentages (e.g., 5.6% instead of 0.056). Each variable is then log-transformed according to:
This transformation is information-preserving in the sense of being monotone and one-to-one. The addition of $1 million or 1% to Z ensures that LZ is defined when Z is at or close to zero. For illustrative purposes, if X and Y are both non-negative, then the general non-stochastic linear relation between the log-transformed values of X and Y is given by log e (Y + 1) = α + β log e (X + 1)
Equation (2) implies that the unscaled or anti-logged relation between X and Y is
I base my empirical analysis on log-linear regressions rather than the more conventional unscaled or scaled (by shares, total assets, or book value) approaches for both economic and econometric reasons. First, log-linear models accommodate concavity, linearity or convexity between the dependent and independent variables in a parsimonious way. 11 This may be especially important for Net stocks, since several authors have proposed that Net firms' stock prices reflect expectations of huge value arising from strategic operating options and increasing-returns-to-scale, each of which induces non-linearity between Net firms' stock prices and key value drivers (Mauboussin, 1999; Yee, 1999; Zhang, 1999) . Second, a log-linear relation between firms' equity market values, book equity and realized net income is derived by Ye and Finn (1999) within a residual income framework by assuming that the log of one plus the return on equity follows an AR(1) process and net dividends are zero. In a manner similar to Ohlson's (1999) My third reason for using log-linear regression is that this method achieves fewer outliers and greater homoscedasticity in regression residuals. This is a significant concern for Net firms because of the high degree of skewness observed in their equity market values, net income, book equity, etc. (see table 2 ). To finesse the reasonable concern that a minority of the data drives the magnitude and/or significance of parameter estimates, most researchers who apply OLS regression to non-logged data identify and winsorize or delete outliers. This potentially ad-hoc process is all but unnecessary with logged data because the log transform dramatically dampens the values of previously extreme observations. Finally, Hand (2000a) finds for both Net and non-Net firms that log-linear regression yields lower mean and median absolute relative pricing errors than does either unscaled or per-share regression, and no negative fitted equity market values. and panels D and E plot logged data. 13 Inspection of panels A-C suggests that undeflated and book equity deflated data are skewed and heteroscedastic, making it difficult to determine if the relations between market value, book equity and forecasted earnings are linear and/or homoscedastic. In sharp contrast, panels D and E indicate that the relations between logged market value, logged book equity, and logged forecasted earnings appear both linear and homoscedastic, conditional on the sign of forecasted earnings. The log transform uncovers three empirical regularities hidden in panels A-C. First, the relation between logged market value and logged book equity is positive and strong. Second, the relation between logged market value and log-transformed forecasted earnings is positive when forecasted earnings are positive, but negative when forecasted earnings are negative. Third, the fact that the relations between equity market value and forecasted earnings are linear when the underlying unscaled data are log-transformed suggests that the relations between convexity of X (that is, the concavity, linearity or convexity of X holding constant W Web traffic data is obtained from www.pcdataonline.com, a leading web intelligence firm.
PC Data Online tracks actual web usage information and buying patterns from more than 120,000 participants who use their computers at home, school or work. 16 Under the Subscriber Reports section of their website, PC Data Online provides a variety of weekly and monthly data on their "Top Web Sites" and "Top Web Properties." These are listings of the websites and web properties that their participants visit most frequently. A web property is the combination of related web sites and pages owned by the same company. For example, CNET is the owner not just www.cnet.com, but also www.download.com, www.software.com, and www.news.com. Due to its comprehensive nature, wherever possible I use data pertaining to a Net firm's web property rather than its web site.
14 Linearity between log-transformed X and Y does not guarantee that the relation between X and Y is non-linear. Per equation (3), the relation between X and Y is non-linear when X ≥ 0 if β ≠ 1. When X < 0, non-linearity ⇔ β ≠ -1. 15 Log-linear models have been employed extensively in economics. Kaplan and Ruback (1995) and Berger, Ofek and Swary (1996) are two rare instances of the use of log-linear models in valuation contexts in finance. 16 PC Data Online recruits its participants through television advertising and Random Digit Dialing telemarketing. 17 Participants recruited by PC Data Online are required to provide demographic and income information. 18 The 790 th web property received as a visitor only 27,000 or 0.04% of the estimated 66.9 million U.S. and Canadian
Regression results
The results of log-linear OLS regressions that assess the partial correlations between Net firms' equity market values and economic fundamentals, web traffic, and supply and demand forces are reported in tables 4, 5 and 6. Certain results from table 4 are also summarized in figure 3. From these, I highlight the following findings, where for convenience, variables are described without the presumed "log-transformed" prefix.
First, contrary to popular perception, the prices of Net stocks are not driven by web traffic or supply and demand forces. Rather, economic fundamentals in the form of current book equity, forecasted one-year ahead earnings, and forecasted long-run growth in earnings overwhelmingly dominate the pricing of Net stocks. Table 4 indicates that taken on their own, economic fundamentals explain 51% of the cross-sectional variation in equity market values, as compared to 12% for web traffic and 18% for supply and demand forces. Panels A and B of figure 3 demonstrate that economic fundamentals also have the greatest marginal explanatory power by far.
Per panel B, when economic fundamentals, web metrics and supply and demand factors are considered simultaneously, economic fundamentals exhibit a unique, marginal explanatory power of 30%, versus a mere 4% for web traffic and 3% for supply and demand forces. [Common] is the explanatory power common to both A and B. This decomposition extends easily to N independent variables. It has been used by Easton (1985) , and Collins, Maydew and Weiss (1997) , and is derived theoretically by Theil (1971) . number of page views and hours spent on the page views-are unrelated to Net firms' stock prices after controlling for economic fundamentals. Partly this arises because the different web metrics are highly intercorrelated-for the n = 83 Net firms with positive unique visitors, the average Pearson correlation between LVISITORS, LPAGEV and LHOURS is 0.92. The second regression reported in table 4 reveals that when LPAGEV and LHOURS are dropped from the regression, LVISITORS on its own is highly significant in explaining Net stock values. Moreover, the inclusion of web traffic measures has little impact on the strong value-relevance of economic fundamentals, or the magnitudes of the estimated coefficients on the proxies for economic fundamentals. At first blush this seems surprising, since one would expect that high-income visitors are more profitable and therefore more desirable to a Net firm to attract than are low-income visitors.
However, one explanation for this results is that any differential profits that exist between male and female visitors, old and young visitors, and high-income and low-income visitors are already completely reflected in analysts' forecasts of one-year ahead earnings and long-term earnings growth.
The fifth finding of note is that although the value-relevance of economic fundamentals and web traffic implies that Net firms appears sensibly grounded, Net firms' market values are nevertheless reliably correlated with supply and demand forces. After controlling for economic fundamentals and web traffic, table 4 indicates that Net firms' equity values are negatively related to their public float, and positively correlated with their short interest and institutional ownership.
Thus, consistent with the predictions expressed in sections 4.3.1 -4.3.3, Net firms' stock prices are higher the lower is the public float, the higher is short interest, and the greater is institutional ownership. The finding for public float is consistent with restricted supply leading to higher total equity market values. The finding for short interest supports the proposition that short sellers target stocks that are significantly overpriced, and that any downward price pressure imparted by short sales does not offset or exceed this force. The positive correlation between Net firms' equity values and their institutional ownership is consistent with Net firms benefiting from the stability and/or reduced noise-trader risk provided by greater institutional ownership. 20 In a log-linear model, coefficients represent elasticities in the underlying anti-logged specification.
The sixth finding I highlight is that Net firms with little or no business-to-consumer web traffic drive the pricing of supply and demand factors. Tables 5 and 6 report the results of running   the regressions in table 4 separately for Net firms with positive and zero web traffic, respectively. I find that the pricing of supply and demand forces is dramatically altered by whether or not the Net firm experiences business-to-consumer web traffic. The pricing of positive and negative forecasted earnings is also stronger for firms with zero web traffic (although there is no difference in the pricing of book equity).
The non-zero pricing of supply and demand forces observed for Net firms as a whole is almost entirely due to Net firms that have zero household web traffic. The stock prices of Net firms with positive household web traffic are all but uncorrelated with supply and demand forces. These results indicate that significant amounts of business-to-consumer web traffic mitigate the influence of supply and demand factors on Net stock prices, thereby presumably improving the efficiency of the pricing of such firms. Since the presence or absence of significant web traffic is indicative of whether the Net firm is a business-to-consumer (B2C) or business-to-business (B2B) company, my findings also imply that the pricing of B2B Net firms is less efficient than that of their B2C counterparts.
The final finding from my empirical analysis is that in contrast to the value-relevance of public float, short interest and institutional ownership for Net firms, the equity market values of non-Net firms are generally unrelated to these same proxies for supply and demand forces. For IPO-matched non-Net firms, equity market values are uncorrelated with short interest and institutional ownership, although reliably decreasing in public float. For randomly selected non-Net firms, equity market values are uncorrelated with public float, institutional ownership, and short interest. For both types of non-Net firms, as with Net firms, economic fundamentals dominate the equity pricing regressions.
Overall, while the current prices of my sample of U.S. Net stocks are overwhelmingly dominated by economic fundamentals, they are also uniquely impacted by non-traditional valuedrivers in ways that non-Net firms are not. To the extent that the value-relevance of non-traditional value-drivers is indicative of inefficient pricing, my results provide evidence that the pricing of Net stocks may be less than fully rational. The magnitude with which this may be the case is the subject of work-in-progress (Hand, 2000b) .
Conclusions
Public and private interest in the Internet continues to grow very rapidly, with the market value of Net stocks now comfortably exceeding $1.3 trillion dollars versus $50 billion a mere three years ago and over 100 million Americans online. In this paper I have added to the nascent economic research into Internet firms by measuring the impacts on the prices of U.S. Net stocks of three distinct groups of factors: economic fundamentals, web traffic, and supply and demand forces. 21 Net dividends are cash dividends plus repurchases of stock less issuances of stock. 22 There is reason to believe that the extent to which the assumption that net dividends are zero may be small. For example, Hand and Landsman (1999) report that of the 6,330 firms in the Compustat population in fiscal 1996, only 31% paid cash dividends. No Net firms have ever paid cash dividends, and very few have repurchased stock. However, casual empiricism suggests that Net firms issue equity much more frequently than do non-Net firms.
where r is the equilibrium long-run ROE (equal to the cost of equity capital in competitive markets), η t are uncorrelated zero-mean random variables with bounded moments, and i t reflects the additional amount of information on r t available at time t = 0 but not reflected in r 0 .
Under these assumptions, Theorem 2 in Ye and Finn (1999) where α may depend on r and T. Equation (B.7) provides the motivation for expressing the market value of Net firms' equity as a multiplicative, log-linear function of book equity and net income. a All data were taken from www.marketguide.com on 2/1/2000 (where available) using a dynamic web data pull in Excel, unless otherwise noted. Details of data item definitions can be found at http://www.marketguide.com/mgi/HELP/glossary.html. e Actual $ EPS 1998 data are taken from www.stocksheet.com and are for the firm's most recently completed fiscal year (typically ending 12/31/98). EPS is defined as earnings per share from total operations (continuing plus discontinued operations) as taken from the 10-K, 10-Q, or preliminary statements. For firms that have gone public in 1999, actual $ EPS 1998 data reported by www.stocksheet.com are not on a pro-forma basis that would reflect the IPO. Further details on this definition can be found at http://www.stocksheet.com/definitions.html. This explains the huge negative outliers in panels A and C. h Revenue growth rates greater than 1000% have been set to 1000%.
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i Only defined for those firms where equity market value is non-missing. j Only defined for those firms where there are 3 or more analyst forecasts of the item. 
Supply and demand forces (from www.marketguide.com)
Public float FLT % Public float ÷ total shares outstanding. Public float is the number of freely traded shares in the hands of the public, defined as total shares outstanding less shares held by insiders, 5% owners, and Rule 144 shares. Short interest SHTINT % Number of shares sold short as of 12/8/99 ÷ total shares outstanding. Institutional holdings INST % Shares held by institutions (pension funds, mutual funds, etc. that report a position in the firm to the S.E.C.) ÷ total shares outstanding. 
